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Connecticut River preferred solution
•

Alternative #2: Rebuild the existing K31 115 kV line from Coolidge
to Ascutney
– Rebuild the existing K31 line between Coolidge and Ascutney
– Install one +50/-25 MVAR dynamic voltage support device at
Ascutney
– Rebuild the Chelsea substation to a three-ring-breaker
configuration
– Split the Hartford 25 MVAR capacitor banks into two 12.5 MVAR
capacitor banks, one connected to the K26 line and one to the bus
– Adjust the Chelsea high side tap from 112 kV to 115 kV
– Adjust the Hartford high side tap from 108 kV to 111 kV
– Local solution for local need: Re-conductor three 46 kV line
sections, the East Middlebury to Smead Road line, the Bethel to
East Barnard line, and the Windsor to Taftsville line
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Estimated cost of the Connecticut River solution
•

Alternative #2 - Rebuild the existing K31 115 kV line from
Coolidge to Ascutney, with complete rebuild in 2017
Line Length
(miles)

Cost estimates
($M)

K31 Line Rebuild ¹

13

70.1

Install one +50/-25 MVAR dynamic voltage
support device at Ascutney

---

40.0

Split Hartford 25 MVAR Capacitor Bank Into
Two 12.5 MVAR Banks

---

3.8

Chelsea Station Rebuild to a Three-BreakerRing

---

19.8

17.4

3.9

Preferred VT Solutions

46 kV Line Re-conductoring
Total Cost Estimates

²

137.6

Notes:
1. Cost estimate includes required substation modification work.
2. All cost estimates assume an end of 2017 in-service date, and reflect a +50/-25%
accuracy with 50% contingency.
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2012 Long Range Plan reminder—description of need
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2012 Long Range Plan reminder—NTA screening
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Significant changes since the last study
•

Deferral of the Central VT upgrade broke the link between the Central VT
and Connecticut River areas
– These areas were evaluated together due to the solutions dependencies
– Central VT deferral caused the reevaluation of the Connecticut River
solutions
– Determined that the 2nd line solution would no longer be the most cost
effective transmission solution
– Identified two distinct reliability concerns
• K31 capacity concern
• Local voltage concerns (high and low)

•

N-1-1 testing on the BES (non-BPS) is a new requirement of the NERC TPL001-4 standard
– ISO-NE clarified guideline regarding which uncontrolled load shedding
events need to be mitigated
– Connecticut River area outage exposure was estimated at 340 MW,
while the affected area remains connected to the BES network
• Needs to be mitigated based on the amount of load shedding and the
potential adverse impact to the transmission network
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Summary of Connecticut River results
•

Connecticut River is the only one remaining from the four sub-area concerns
previously identified
– Potential voltage collapse and 46 kV lines overloaded in excess of 10% for
N-1-1
• Associated with local load, capacitor bank and generation
• Associated with local contingencies
• Timing of need is pre-2014

– High voltages near the Hartford substation for N-1
• Associated with local contingencies
• Timing of need is pre-2014

– Line K31 (Coolidge-Ascutney) overloaded for N-1-1
• Associated with west to east flows and generation connected to the 345 kV
system
– Minor contribution from local loads
• Associated with regional system contingencies
• Revised timing of reliability need is 2021 while the timing of asset condition is
2017
• Based on project execution efficiency and cost performance, the line rebuild will
be conducted in 2017 addressing both the asset condition & reliability need
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Structural and field assessment
• The K31 line was constructed as part of VT’s original
transmission build out in 1958-59 and is now 56+ years
old
• A total of 42 to 108 structures will need to be replaced
for condition/structural concerns between now and
2017
–

An evaluation was conducted to compare the approach of
completing the entire rebuild at one time with the approach of
addressing the asset condition issues first and then completing the
rest of the rebuild later

Example of rotting

Woodpecker damage / pole top rotting
Over‐stressed structures

Example of internal and external pole damages.
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Pictures from aerial inspection of K31 line
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Timing Evaluation of the K31 Rebuild, cont.
In addition to being the least cost, option 1 has the following attributes
• Efficiency in construction and access, reduction in outage time
• Limited impact to landowners with only one construction period
• Reduces environmental impact
• Reduces system losses sooner
• Streamlined and more cost effective permitting
• Earlier system reliability improvement
Conclusion:
Option #1 is the most cost-effective
and reliable solution with complete
rebuild in 2017
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The screening tool
•

Screening out of any of the following four questions is sufficient

•

Does the project meet one of the following criteria that define the
term “impracticable”?
– Project screens out if any of the listed boxes is checked

•

What is the proposed transmission project’s need date?
– Project screens out if the need is existing or imminent

•

Could elimination or deferral of one or part of the upgrade be
accomplished by a 25% or smaller load reduction or off-setting
generation of the same magnitude?
– Project screens out if a reduction of 25% or more is needed

•

Is the likely reduction in costs from the potential elimination or
deferral of all or part of the upgrade greater than $2.5 million?
– Project screens out if cost reduction is $2.5M or less
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The NTA screening results
•

•

•

Does the project meet one of the following criteria that define the term
“impracticable”
– The K31 line and Chelsea substation upgrades address asset condition
concerns as well as reliability concerns
– Splitting the Hartford cap bank addresses a high voltage concern
(screens out because load reductions aggravate this concern and running
generation for this purpose is wasteful and inconsistent with the economic
operation of the grid)
What is the proposed transmission project’s need date?
– All components, except for the K31 reliability need, screen out based on
the need date, which is preexisting
– The timing of the system reliability need for the K31 upgrade is 2021
– The timing of the condition need for the K31 upgrade is now
Could elimination or deferral of one or part of the upgrade be accomplished
by a 25% or smaller load reduction or off-setting generation of the same
magnitude?
– All components screen out based on the amount of load reduction or
generation addition needed – see the following slide
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All components screen out based on NTA size
•

To address the local voltage concerns
– 60 MW of load reduction is needed
– Equivalent generation solution of this size would cause system overloads
– The VT portion of the load is 120 MW in the 2013 case
• The load reduction would represent half of the existing load
– The 25% screening threshold is exceeded significantly

•

To address the K31 overload concern
– 90 MW of generation addition at or east of Ascutney
– Generation of this size would cause overloads
– Would even need to be larger if installed elsewhere in VT
– Load reduction of this amount did not resolve the concern
– The 25% screening threshold is exceeded significantly
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